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1. Introduction. We consider the unit hypersphere H in the space C" of n
complex vribles furnished with the Bergmn metric M(H). (Throughout
this pper, n stands for any integer greter thn or equal to 2.) In the spce
(H, M) there exists unique shortest geodesic connecting two given distinct
points in H. Therefore three points in (H, M) determine non-euclidean triangle
uniquely. A non-euclidean triangle consists of three sides given by the shortest
geodesics and three angles given by the nlytic angle (see 2 for definition).
The length of side is measured by
The min purpose of the present pper is to establish certain differential
geometric identities which hold on a non-euclidean right triangle in (H, M), one
of which my be regarded as the non-euclidean Pythagorean theorem (see 4).
These identities enable us to provide various interesting inequalities on noneuclidean triangles. Using the bove considerations, we obtain distortion theorems for both the euclidean area nd B-rea of triangle with the right nlytic
angle and for the euclidean lengths of line segment nd of shortest geodesic
line segment under certain biholomorphic interior mppings of H. These disfortion theorems my be regarded s generalizations of the Schwarz ]emma to
the corresponding quantities.

2. Notation and preliminaries. We consider bounded domains D furnished
with the Bergman metric
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in the space C of n complex variables z z
z, here we use the summation
convention. The components of the metric tensor of M(D) have the form:
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where K =-- K,(z, ) is the Bergmun kernel of the domain D. The metric M(D)
is positive definite and invrint under biholomorphic mappings of D (see [1],

[5]).
Following B. Fuks [7], we define the analytic angle F between two vectors
u(u) and v(v ) in (D, M) by the equtioa
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